
 

MAY	2018	
			6	Sun	 9:00a	 Sunday	Service	
	 10:00a	 BWA	Meeting	(BWA	Rm)	
	 2:00p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice	(SH)	
			8	Tue	 10:00a	 Waialua	Hongwanji	Service	
			9	Wed	 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	
10	Thu	 7:30a	 Hosha	Kai	
13	Sun	 8:00a	 Mother’s	Day	Breakfast	and	Service	(SH)	
	 	 (see	pg	5)	
14	Mon	 8:00a	 Columbarium	closed	for	one	(1)	week		
	 	 during	Columbarium	Walkway	Roof		
	 	 Repair	(see	pg	7)	
20	Sun	 	 No	WHM	Sunday	Service	
	 8:30a	 District	Gotan-E	Service	&	Songfest	@	Waipahu	Hongwanji	(see	on	pg	8)	
	 2:00p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice	(SH)	
24	Thu	 7:30a	 Hosha	Kai	
26	Sat	 7:00a	 Temple/Columbarium	Cleaning		
27	Sun	 9:00a	 Sunday	Service	
	 2:00p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice	(SH)	
28	Mon	 	 Holiday-Memorial	Day	
30	Wed	 7:00a	 Temple/Columbarium	Cleaning	
	
JUNE	2018	
2	Sat	 	 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	
3	Sun	 	 	 No	Sunday	Service	
	 	 8:00a	 Yagura	Setup	
	 	 1:30p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice-Children	(SH)	
	 	 2:00p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice-Adults	(SH)	
		6	Wed	 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	
		7	Thu	 7:30a	 Hosha	Kai	
		9	Sat	 	 7:00a	 Temple/Columbarium	Cleaning	
	 	 6:00p	 Hatsubon	Service	
10	Sun	 9:00a	 Sunday	Service	
	 	 10:00a	 Social	Hour	
	 	 1:30p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice-Children	(SH)	
	 	 2:00p	 WHM	Public	Bon	Dance	Practice-Adults	(SH)	
12	Tue	 10:00a	 Waialua	Hongwanji	Service	
13	Wed	 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	
16	Sat		 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	
17	Sun	 	 No	Sunday	Service	
	 	 	 (No	Bon	Dance	Practice)	
20	Wed	 7:00a	 Columbarium	Cleaning	

Wahiawa Hongwanji Mission May	2018	
	

Weekly Activities 
Mon 9:00a Calligraphy (BWA) 
 6:30p Tai Chi (SH) 
Wed 9:30a Yoga 
 6:00p Conversational  
  Japanese (BWA) 
 7:00p Kendo (SH) 
Thu 6:00p Aikido (SH) 
 7:00p Dancersize (BWA) 
Fri 8:30a Quilt Club (BWA) 
 1:00p Mahjong (SH) 
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One of the Buddhist rituals is to stand in front of the Buddha in Gassho.  Do you know why we 
put our hands together to the Buddha?  There are many reasons why we do this, but I would like 
to share one answer I found in a book written by Mr. Akiyoshi Takagi.  In his book he says: 

 
“I feel an ease of the Name through placing my hands together in the Nembutsu.” 
 
“The significance of placing one’s hands together in Gassho is not for the purpose of praying for 
something.  Rather, since it is to express one’s gratitude, it is a way of showing respect towards 
someone or something.” 
 
“Gassho is to express gratitude.  This is not a physical act only, but it can also be done with the heart.  
Normally, I use my hands to hit or slap others and to push them away.  I use my mouth to complain, 
voice my dissatisfaction, and to speak ill of others.  Rather than praising others, protecting them, and 
showing kindness to them, I use my hands and mouth to mostly express unpleasantness towards them. 
 
“However, when I place my hands together in Gassho and intone Namo Amida Butsu, I realize that I 
am not able to speak ill of others.  With my hands in Gassho, I am not able to hit or slap others.  In this 
way, because I am embraced within the working of Namo Amida Butsu,  Amida Buddha’s aspiration, 
all of me—my hands, my mouth, my entire body—is protected by Amida.” 
 
“I am sometimes asked, ‘Will something good happen to me if I recite Namo Amida Butsu?’  On those 
occasions, I asked them, ‘What do you mean by something good?’ 
 
“Some have answered that for them ‘something good’ means that they want to recover from some 
illness or to have some problem resolved.  However, these kinds of things are not benefits or merits in 
the Buddhist sense.” 
 
“The saying of Namo Amida Butsu is not a requirement or condition for something good to occur.  
Since good things do occur, are they not opportunities to be able to look at them closely and respond by 
saying the Nembutsu?” 
 
“I prefer to think that my being enabled to intone the Nembutsu as opportunities to feel that I am 
embraced by Amida.  For me, is this not the ‘something good’?” 

 
“So, when I put my hands together, I might not get good things.  But I can feel relax because I do not 
think anything.  I just feel that Amida Buddha embraces me.  It is like the mother embraces her baby 
tenderly.” 

 
Through his article, we realize why we put our hands together and even though we cannot see that we are 
receiving something from Amida Buddha, we can feel we are receiving through practicing Gassho. 
 
So, let us put our hands together and recite the Nembutsu to feel something good. 
 
Namo Amida Butsu. 
 
In gassho, 

Reverend’s Message:  What “Gassho” Means? 
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April began with our Hanamatsuri Service celebrating the birthday of Shakyamuni Buddha.  
A detailed reflection is written in another article entitled “I Alone.”   
 
BWA’s Eshinni/Kakushinni Service featured Lois Toyama, President of the Hawaii 
Buddhist Women’s Association (BWA) Federation.  She gave a very informative slide 
presentation of a recent trip to Japan celebrating Eshinni and Kakushinni in an International 
BWA Leadership meeting.  She talked about how the wife of Shinran had a very 
challenging life managing her estate, her family and the memory of her husband.   
 
We learned about a noble woman named Takeko Kujo (October 20, 1887-February 7, 1928).  She was a 
daughter of Ōtani Kōson (Myōnyo), the 21st hereditary head of the Jōdo Shinshū branch and direct descendant 
of Shinran Shonin.  During the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905, when the country experienced many 
hardships, Takeko Kujo founded the original version of the Buddhist Women’s Association called Fujinkai.  
Later in 1909, her marriage was arranged to Baron Kujo Yoshimasa.  I thought the name was very curious 
because it is quite unusual.  The only Kujo I knew was Reverend Eijun Kujo who actually officiated my 
wedding at Wahiawa Hongwanji in 1971.   
 
Rev. Kujo is married to Toshiko Akahoshi, the eldest daughter of Reverend Akahoshi, the former resident 
minister at Wahiawa.  After nearly 50 years I met Toshiko and Reverend Kujo in San Mateo, CA, attending the 
Buddhist Churches of America Conference.  Reverend Kujo and I attended the University of Michigan together 
in the sixties.  Toshiko confirmed that he is the descendant of the original Takeko Kujo!!  Talk about “small 
world!” 
 
On April 15, Hashimoto sensei’s dharma message was about “Entrusting in Amida Buddha.”  The name, 
“Namo Amida Butsu,” is a way of expressing gratitude to all (both before us and with us).  There is a Japanese 
phrase that has a similar meaning.  The phrase, “Okage sama de,” is said almost automatically when people get 
together in Japan.  Literally translated it means “in the shadow,” meaning that there is an inferred gratitude 
being “in the shadow” of Amida Buddha.  The “light” of Amida Buddha casts a shadow of joy and happiness in 
life.  Amida Buddha represents the sum total of all life that exists and ever existed.  Thus the true meaning of 
“Namo Amida Butsu”…”Okage sama de.” 
 
During this past week, I attended four different funerals.  Two of the funerals were quite secular by design as 
the children and the friends putting on the funeral came from varied religious backgrounds.  The messages were 
similar to many religious funerals regarding gratitude, interconnections, living a meaningful life, etc.  However, 
both were without any religious ritual or proselytizing.  Both were very well received by those in 
attendance.   
 
The question that came to me was:  If this had so much appeal to so many in attendance, why couldn’t more 
funerals be like this? 
 
Namo Amida Butsu … okage sama de. 
 
In gassho, 
 
 

President’s Report 
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Rod’s Thoughts . . . I Alone 
	

 
 The Reverend Dr. Jeff Wilson was our guest speaker at our annual Hanamatsuri service.  It is the service 
that celebrates the birth of Shakyamuni Buddha in Lumbini’s Garden in India over 2500 years ago.  It is told 
that Siddhartha Gautama’s mother had a dream of a white elephant that approached her and she became 
pregnant.  As was the tradition, she was on her way to her parents’ home to give birth, when she started her 
labor contractions near Lumbini’s Garden. 
 When she gave birth, she did so standing up and the baby was born from her side.  Unlike any normal baby, 
this baby stood up, took seven steps, bowed in the four directions, and then with one finger pointing up to the 
heavens and the other finger to the earth, he proclaimed:  “I alone am the world-honored one.” 
 At this announcement sweet rains and flowers descended upon him.  The gods and angels all rejoiced of his 
coming! 
 This is a story passed down for generations.  The implications based on different times are vast.  It is 
dependent on the environment and culture of the time.  It is not unlike other legends and stories throughout 
history. 
 The story of the birth of the Buddha is symbolic.  From the beginning, this baby prince is considered 
special.  His mother, Maya, passed away soon after childbirth.   
 There are many interpretations about his actions after birth and two of these are: 

1. The Buddha is the center of the universe and all shall recognize this. 
2. The Buddha represents something we (all sentient beings) can be.  The “awareness” or 

Buddha-nature, is in all of us and our life’s journey is to continue to improve and seek this 
awareness. 

 Dr. Wilson says that the first interpretation is somewhat “ego-centric” and many Buddhist sects practice this 
“self-power” effort to awaken and  seek enlightenment.  The second interpretation is more in line with our Jodo-
Shinshu beliefs, and the shortened version of this “original” phrase is:  “Namo Amida Butsu.”  This awakening 
can happen anytime during our lifetime and most assuredly will happen when this lifetime ends. 
 Another way of thinking this is that all of us are “ordinary people.”  It is an expression that confirms that we 
are all “ordinary” and despite this “ordinariness,” we are still embraced by Amida Buddha through “Namo 
Amida Butsu.”  This means “Thank you, Amida Buddha,” rather  than the literal interpretation of “I alone am 
the world-honored one.” 
 Other Buddhist sects interpret “Namo/u Amida Butsu” as “please.”  It is a kind of petitionary prayer to 
Amida Buddha.  In Jodo Shinshu, we embrace the concept of Amida Buddha’s compassion, and say “Namo 
Amida Butsu” simply as an expression of gratitude, a THANK YOU! 
 This short expression is simultaneously a shout of joy and a shout of independence.  His seven steps away 
from his mother is symbolic of this.  At the time, it was believed that there were six Realms of Existence.  His 
seventh step transcended all the Realms.  His turning back and bowing in the four directions is a symbol of 
gratitude to his mother, and all who came before him that made up an infinite number of lifetimes.  This symbol 
of interdependence is fundamental in Buddhism. 
 All human institutions be it government, business or religion are based on stories passed on for generations.  
How these stories are interpreted for any specific time is critical to the survival of such institutions.  In Jodo 
Shinshu through Shinran Shonin, we are told not to accept anything at face value.  Our life journey is to 
understand and grow more aware of our own being in a balanced way by living this life in gratitude and 
appreciating our interdependence and impermanence. 
 
Namo Amida Butsu! 
In Gassho 
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The purpose of Obon is to honor all those who came before us.  Besides being present 
at the festivities, you can also honor your deceased family members by purchasing our 
traditional Memorial Ribbons.  These ribbons will adorn the lanterns around the 
yagura.  Special red bows will distinguish those observing their Hatsubon (1st year 
observance).  What a wonderful way to honor your loved ones and enjoy the Obon 
festivities. 
 
Your 2018 Obon Memorial Ribbon Order form is included in this issue of the 
newsletter.  Completed forms and payment are due in the temple office by 12noon on 
Friday, May 25, 2018.  Handwritten ribbons will be available after the deadline. 
	

2018  
Obon Memorial Ribbons 

We are seeking the following donations: 
	
Nonperishables:	
❤scrubbies		❤ dishtowels		❤	kitchen	towels		❤	hot	pads	❤	pot	holders	❤	gently	used	happi	coats		
❤	any	handmade	craft	items	for	the	home	

You	may	drop	off	nonperishable	donations	@	the	WHM	office	(8:00am-12pm)	from	now	until	Thu,	June	21.	
Please	include	your	name	and	ph.	no.	&	label	your	donation	“H&H Store”.		
	
Perishables:	
❤	cookies		❤	brownies		❤	mochi		❤	bars		❤	snack	mixes		❤	jams	&	jellies	
		❤	pickled	vegetables		❤	pickled	fruits	

	
You	may	drop	off	perishable	food	donations	@	the	WHM	office	from	Fri,	June	22	&	Sat,	Jun	23	(8:00am-
12:00pm).		Please	include	your	name	&	phone	number	and	label	your	donation	“H&H Store.”	(Note:		Please	
indicate	if	items	contain	nuts	or	nut	products.		Please	no	donations	of	store	bought	items	or	plants.)	
	

Calling all Crafters & Bakers! 
 

Please donate to our  
Obon H&H (Homemade and Handmade) Country Store  	



	 Wahiawa	Hongwanji	Mission	
Embrace Change:  Harmony 

 (Accept Differences) 

PRESIDENT: Rod Moriyama 
 
MINISTER: Reverend Kojun Hashimoto 
 
Vice Presidents: Dale Shimaura 
 Carolyn Uchiyama 
 Karen Pang 
Secretary: Amy Kanemaru 
Treasurer: Alan Kakazu 
 
Address: 1067 California Ave 
 Wahiawa, HI 96786 
 
Office Hours: 8:00a-12:00p 
 
Phone: 808.622.4320 
 
Email:    office@wahiawahongwanji.org 
 
Website:   www.wahiawashinbuddhists.org 
 
Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/WahiawaHongwanji 

 

  
A Message from Honpa Hongwanji Headquarters: 
 
The Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii, through the Committee on Social Concerns, is currently researching 
and assessing situations of flood damages that a few of our Hawaii Kyodan members have incurred on the 
Islands of Kauai, and possibly on Oahu.  The communication channels thus far have been primarily with the 
Hongwanji District Councils and Temples of Kauai and Oahu.  If you know of any member who incurred flood 
damage to his/her home and have not been in contact with a temple, please notify Mr. Dean Sakamoto (Chair, 
Committee on Social Concerns), at honpahisocialconerns@gmail.com. 
  
Further, the committee is currently working to provide monetary donations from the Honpa Hongwanji 
Mission of Hawaii’s Social Welfare Fund that was established for use towards assistance with disaster relief 
efforts and also for Omimai to respectfully acknowledge those families that have incurred flood damages to 
their homes. 
  
In Gassho, 
 
Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii 
 
	

WHM  
Public Bon Dance Practice Schedule 

at WHM Social Hall	

Dates: 
May 20 2:00-4:00p 
May 27 2:00-4:00p 
June 3  2:00-4:00p 
 (1:30-2:00p-children’s practice) 
June 10  2:00-4:00p 
 (1:30-2:00p-children’s practice) 

 
Bring your own water (no refreshments) 
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First ever Joint Conference being put on by HHMH, September 1-3, 2018 
 
During the three-day conference the Lay Convention, BWA Conference and special meetings for 
Dharma Educators, Jr YBA, Minister’s Spouses and the BWA Federation Board will be held.  
 
Keynote speaker will be Lt. Governor Doug Chin followed by a dialogue on the keynote address 
with Bishop Eric Matsumoto and Lt. Governor Chin. There will be approximately 18 workshops 
offered, a Dharma Centered Leadership talk by Pieper Toyama, tour of PBA new classrooms and a 
host of other activities planned. 
 
Register by July 20, 2018; cost is $280. Registration cost includes 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches, Sunday 
night banquet, program booklet, meeting material and workshops.   
 
Detailed information and Registration Forms can be picked up at the temple office (M-F, 8a-12p). 
Call 392-3253 for any questions. 
 

.	.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
The	Columbarium	will	be	closed	for	one	week	
from	Monday,	May	14	to	Friday,	May	18,	2018	
as	we	undergo	yet	another	renovation	project.	
	
The	roof	over	the	columbarium	walkway	is	in	dire	
need	of	replacement.		We	hope	to	complete	the	job	
within	four	days,	but	have	added	an	extra	day	in	
the	event	of	bad	weather.		We	hope	it	will	be	
business	as	usual	on	Monday,	May	21,	2018.	
	
Thanking	you	in	advance	for	your	patience	and	
cooperation.	

 
 
 
BWA Briefs . . .. 
 
] Next BWA meeting:  Sunday, 

May 6, 2018 at 10:15am, BWA 
Room. 

 
] Mother’s Day Service and 

Breakfast on Sunday, May 13 
at 8:00am in SH.  

 
] No WHM Sunday Service on 

May 20. 
 
] Oahu District Gotan-E Service 

and Songfest on Sun, May 20, 
at Waipahu Hongwanji at 
8:30am-1:00pm. 
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Capital	Campaign	
Rev.	Kojun	Hashimoto	
Amy	Akiko	Uesugi	Trust	
Terry	Jean	Arakaki	
Harry	Endo	
Roy	Hirata	
Carolyn	C.	Uchiyama	
Dorothy	Aruga	
Jane	Matsusaka	
Satoru	Sawai	
Hirotaka	Jack	Tsujihara	
Brian	Kimura	
Helen	Akagi	
James	T.	&	Karen	Hirai	
Glenn	&	Karen	Pang	
Terry	Jean	Arakaki	
Rodney	Moriyama	
Terry	Jean	Arakaki	
	
Columbariun	
Linda	Yoshikami	
James	S.	Miura	
Mr.	David	Okunaga	
Ethel	K.	Nakagawa	
Gail	T.	Ishihara	
Stanley	H.	Miyasato	
Edna	Saifuku	
Jeanne	C.	Ishikawa	
George	&	Emeline	Tamashiro	
Douglas	&	Rumiko	Makekau	
Roy	&	Hannah	Kawamata	
Jean	Nishikawa	
Linda	Yoshikami	
Yutaka	Nakatsukasa	Family	
Jeanne	C.	Ishikawa	
Cynthia	Kimoto	
Fred	Itamoto	Jr.	
Robert	Soma	
Bert	Momotomi	
M.	M.	Johnston	
Earl	&	Shirley	Lee	
	
Gojikai	
Masako	Nishimura	
Alan	&	Annette	Kakazu	
Dorothy	Aruga	
Bruce	&	Jamie	Reis	
Gail	F.	Kohagura	
Claudia	Higashi	
Jon	&	Charlene	Acohido	
D.	Y.	&	H.	T.	Namihira	

	
Gojikai	(cont’d)	
Rodney	Moriyama	
Edna	Saifuku	
Earl	Wakamura	
Edward	Uyeda	
Amy	Uesugi	
Neal	Tomita	
Grace	Tokihiro	
Isamu	Tatsuguchi	
Phyllis	Tanaka	
Mary	Tanaka	
Kenneth	Tamura	
Raymond	Tamaribuchi	
Shigemasa	Tamanaha	
Robert	Soma	
Jane	Shimoda	
Mildred	Segawa	
Sadao	Sawai	
Emiko	Sawai	
Takano	Sawada	
Iwao	Sato	
Edward	Sakima	
Marilyn	A.	Onishi	
Chikako	Nishimura	
Masako	Nishimura	
Chiyo	Nakashima	
Shuichi	Nagai	
Eugene	Murayama	
Eugene	Murayama	
Stanley	Murakoshi	
Elaine	Moriyama	
Yayoi	Mondo	
Kiyoko	Miyashiro	
Tsugio	Miyahara	
Yoshimi	&	Janet	Matsunaga	
George	Lee	
Nancy	Kunimitsu	
Sam	Komori	
Kimiyo	Kobayashi	
Brian	Kimura	
Margaret	Kimura	
Margaret	Kimura	
Edwin	Kawane	
Barbara	Kawakami	
Eugene	Kaneshige	
Helen	Kanbara	
Bettie	Kakemoto	
Russell	Iwasa	
Yoshio	Isobe	
Toshiko	S.	(Patsy)	Ibara	
Linda	Huddy	
Ralph	Horii	
Meryle	Hirotsu	
Meryle	Hirotsu	
Midori	Hiromoto	
Roy	Hirata	
Donald	Hashimoto	

Gojikai	(cont’d)	
Tsutomu	Hakoda	
Ronald	Cho	
Thomas	and	Luanne	Bongiorno	
Masanobu	Arakaki	
Joanne	Ancheta	
George	Akiyoshi	
Wallace	Abe	
Amy	Abe	
Andy	Abe	
Shigeko	Abe	
Earl	&	Shirley	Lee	
Ms.	Miyo	Abangan	
ES	&	RT	Sato	
Ralph	Kono	
Lynn	Taguma	
Ms.	Charlene	Tarr	
Jay		&	Beverly	Shintaku	
Roy	A.	Enomoto	
Mr.	Ken	Kumasaka	
Charles	&	Helen	Moriyama	
Raymond	&	Elaine	Fukuda	
Harles	T.	Nakagawa	
Ms.	Sachiko	Komata	
Merle	M.	Komata	
Nora	Y.	Fukuyama	
Gary	Fukuyama	
Albert	K.	Tsujihara	
Jerry	&	Judith	Miyaguchi	
Thomas	Kashiwabara	
Elliot	Katz	
Mr.	Shigeto	Saito	
Mr.	Barry	Chun	
Gary	Yamaguchi	
Brad	Hamamoto	
Judith	T.	Sasamura	
Roy	I.	Higa	
Lois	Yamachika	
Ms.	Sumiko	Yaji	
Marrion	M.	Johnston	
Jerrilyn	Segawa	
Jean	M.	Iwasaki	
Ms.	Jeanne	Fukuoka	
Thelma	Sakane	
Randall	T.	Yoshida	
Suzanne	S.	Mishima	
Roy	M.	Nakamura	
Matsuye	Tsujimoto	
Matsuye	Tsujimoto	
Clifford	Lau	
Ellen	E.	Jinbo	
Wallace	Hironaka	
Elaine	J.	Kawamoto	
Kiyomi	Kunishige	
Glenn	I.	Hamamura	
Ms.	Florence	Matsuda	
Anthony	Suyetsugu	
Eric	Machida	

Acknowledgements 
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Gojikai	(cont’d)	
Mr.	David	Okunaga	
Judith	T.	Kakazu	
George	K.	Terao	
Carl	&	Jan	Matsuura	
Ethel	K.	Nakagawa	
RT	&	ES	Sato	
Richard	Y.	Nakasone	
Doris	E.	Matsuoka	
Yuki	Kitagawa	
Ms.	Emiko	Tamayose	
Jon	&	Charlene	Acohido	
Jerry	&	Arlene	Ogata	
Vernon	&	Ethel	Yamamoto	
Tomoyo	Yuruki	
Linda	Yoshikami	
Hatsue	Yanagida	
Aiko	Yamamoto	
	
Hoonko	
Jane	Matsusaka	
Eric	Machida	
Mary	Tanaka	
Iwao	Sato	
Linda	Yoshikami	
James	Shimokusu	
Anthony	Suyetsugu	
Tsugio	Miyahara	
Carolyn	C.	Uchiyama	
Judith	T.	Kakazu	
George	K.	Terao	
Katherine	T.	K.	Matsuda	
Carl	&	Jan	Matsuura	
Ethel	K.	Nakagawa	
Elaine	Sato	
RT	&	ES	Sato	
Richard	Y.	Nakasone	
Hirotaka	Jack	Tsujihara	
Doris	E.	Matsuoka	
Dan	&	Louise	Stevens	
Yuki	Kitagawa	
Cynthia	Kimoto	
Judy	Sasamura	
Ms.	Emiko	Tamayose	
Mr.	Ian	Hanakahi	
Jon	&	Charlene	Acohido	
Sachiko	&	Jeanne	Kiyan	
Jerry	&	Arlene	Ogata	
Vernon	&	Ethel	Yamamoto	
Ethel	Yanagida	
Mildred	Segawa	
George	Nakamura	
Shuichi	Nagai	
Rodney	Moriyama	
John	Mizuno	
Yoshimi	&	Janet	Matsunaga	
Brian	Kimura	
Margaret	Kimura	

Hoonko	(cont’d)	
Edwin	Kawane	
Terry	Iwanaga	
Yoshio	Isobe	
Howard	Hisamoto	
Donald	Hashimoto	
Joyce	K.	Higashi	
Andy	Abe	
Sadao	Sawai	
	
Obon	
Wayne	J.	Miyake	
Kiyomi	Kunishige	
	
Social	Conderns	
Harry	Endo	
Jean	Fukeda	
Richard	Y.	Nakasone	
Terry	Iwanaga	
Carolyn	C.	Uchiyama	
Ms.	Florence	Matsuda	
Rachel	Sato	
Elaine	Sato	
John	Mizuno	
	
Temple	Donation	
Mabel	Gushi	
Mr.	David	Okunaga	
Henry	Shinohara	
Konko	Mission	of	Wahiawa	
Jane	M.	Hiranaga	
Barbara	Yamane	
Ann	M.	Trammell	
Vivian	H.	Murayama	
Joyce	H.	Kagawa	
Rosalie	Kubo	
Iwao	Sato	
James	Shimokusu	
Mabel	Gushi	
Miyoko	Kami	
Doris	Kurisu	
Elaine	Mita	
Mahjong	Club	
Melvin	Oshiro	
Donna	Higashi	
Linda	Yoshikami	
Claudia	Higashi	
Ellen	K.	Sakaguchi	
Mahjong	Club	
Dale	K	Shimaura	
Mabel	Gushi	
Linda	Yoshikami	
Elaine	J.	Kawamoto	
A.	N.	Aki	
	
	

	
Memorial	Service	
Dr.	Marsha	Tanabe	
Shannon	Paulino	
Craig	K.	Kaya	
Derek	Kaneko	
Shelly	Miyahara	
Maureen	Sato	
Amy	Hirasuna	
Delfyn	Hartness	
Delfyn	Hartness	
Roseanne	Sakamoto	
Sharon	M.	W.	Pang	Succ	Cottee	
Clyde	T.	Matsumoto	
Judy	K.	Yanagida	
Mae	M.	Nakamura	
Ray	Kawaguchi	
Bert	Momotomi	
Melvin	Oshiro	
Earl	Yoshida	
	

	

Every effort has been made 
to accurately present these 
records.  Please call the 
office to report any errors.  
If you do not want your 
name published, please 
note on your donation, 
“Do not Publish.” Thank 
you very much. 

	


